Teachers comments and suggestions on the Wintershall website materials, including the
Galleries, Video clips, Interviews, Character Education material.
A great resource for children to relate to real people and their views. How the cast and crew
work together models behaviour and attitudes to children. Crew interviews unique – I
haven’t found anything else like this.
Using bible drama has opened my eyes as a teacher, to relating to Jesus as a human,
thinking about his journey as a person and how he felt. It has enabled me to have a deeper
empathy
A wonderful resource across the school. Inspiring!
My class found the insights of the actors in the interview clips very powerful. How they had
been moved by acting in the performance was very thought provoking and encouraged
deep questioning.
The clips were really moving and brought the events to life in a way I had never experienced
before. They evoke a much deeper response than the written stories ever could.
Looking and noticing the new in the familiar. Encouraging discussions about interpretation
of the Text.
Great impact for children. Able to explore more deeply a particular quality
Powerful on delivering values based teaching linked to the Gospels
Well known Bible stories seen through different eyes. Able to focus on part of the story you
have never noticed.
Inspires questioning in adults and children alike
Excellent resource for all but especially for deepening children’s learning.
The clips are useful because they show scripture in an engaging way.
Excellent resources for enquiry-based learning for all age groups
Bringing the Gospel to life, looking from a fresh perspective
Prompts questioning of how does this affect
me today? What does it mean for me? How
could Jesus be talking to me?
Bringing scripture to life, accessible to all
children regardless of age or ability
This made scripture real, for children to
understand the realities of faith and
incorporating it into our daily lives
Comments gathered from teacher feedback forms for the years 2017/2018/2019

